Design processes for multiscale, multifunctional systems are inherently complex due to the interactions between scales, functional requirements, and the resulting design decisions. While complex design processes that consider all interactions lead to better designs; simpler design processes where some interactions are ignored are faster and resource efficient. In order to determine the right level of simplification of design processes, designers are faced with the following questions: a) how should complex design-processes be simplified without affecting the resulting product performance? and b) how can designers quantify and evaluate the appropriateness of different design process alternatives?
Simplifying complex design processes by different means results in different process alternatives. Albert
Einstein's statement -"everything should be made as simple as possible, but not simpler" -provides the rationale for developing means for selecting appropriate design process alternatives. Hence, the following question related to the metrics for evaluation of design process must be addressed: "How can designers quantify and evaluate the appropriateness of different design process alternatives?" The answer to this question lies in recognizing that different design process alternatives result in different design outcomes. The selection of an appropriate level of simplification in the design process depends on the impact on designers' decisions. Increasing the level of simplification of a design process results in decisions that are inferior to those made without process simplification.
The common approach to simplification is to decompose the system level problem into independent subproblems by either re-sequencing tasks (if there is no coupling) or identifying and removing weak couplings between tasks. Various researchers have quantified the strength of couplings in different ways. Pimmler and Eppinger [15] present a five point scale (+2, +1, 0, -1, and -2) to represent the strength of interactions between design elements. Kusiak and Park [16] present a binary incidence matrix (with modules as rows and activities as columns) for decomposition of design activities. The elements of the matrix denote the presence or absence of dependency between modules and activities. The authors use clustering approaches to determine the activities that can be performed in a parallel fashion. Chen and co-authors [17, 18] present a similar binary incidence matrix with attributes (functions) as rows and components (design parameters) as columns. Based on the binary incidence matrix, the authors measure the strength of coupling between two components as the ratio of number of common attributes to the number of total attributes dependent on the two components [17] . The information about the calculated strength of couplings is used to decompose the incidence matrix into groups of functions and parameters that are weakly coupled. Later, Li and Chen [18] extend the binary incidence matrix to a non-binary Design Dependency Matrix (DDM), where the elements of the matrix quantify the perturbation of a function due to design changes on a parameter, i.e., the sensitivity to functions to parameter changes.
The sensitivity-based approach to quantifying coupling strength for decomposition has been widely used in the Multidisciplinary Analysis and Optimization (MAO) literature. Sobieski [19] has proposed an approach for determining sensitivity of system level outputs to system level inputs using Global Sensitivity Equations (GSEs). A GSE based calculation involves the evaluation of local sensitivities from contributing analyses. Global Sensitivity Equations are foundational for various efforts on decomposition including [9, [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] . The couplings between outputs and inputs that have low sensitivity represent weak couplings and can be suspended for the following MDO cycle. The primary limitation of this approach is that the sensitivities are local in nature and are entirely dependent on the values of the input variables during that cycle, i.e., the point in the design space being investigated. The decoupling is only valid for the local region where the assumption of linearity of system behavior is valid. Further, after the coupling is suspended, the sensitivity information cannot be evaluated using the GSEs [25] . In order to address this limitation, English and co-authors [25] extended the Global Sensitivity based approach to estimate the impact of coupling suspension on multiple cycles. The authors determine the upper bound on the total error induced due to coupling suspension by assuming that the error grows quadratically over multiple cycles. The authors also estimate the impact of coupling suspension on the overall objective function and constraints. Although this approach provides a means for suspending the coupling for multiple cycles, its effectiveness reduces drastically when a) the changes in the design variables are high, and b) the objective function is highly non-linear or discontinuous. Further, an additional limitation of the sensitivity based approaches is that they only provide local information. These approaches do not account for the entire design space, which is essential for design process simplification for the entire problem (not just a few cycles).
In this paper, we address these limitations of the sensitivity-based approaches for design process simplification.
Our approach is based on a class of metrics referred to as value of information. Value of information refers to the difference between the outcomes of decisions made using a non-simplified design process and the outcome achieved using simplified design process. Using such an approach, we show that decisions about design process simplification via decoupling can be made by considering the entire design space. Such a simplification is valid for the complete solution process, in contrast to the sensitivity based approaches where the simplification is valid locally.
Specifically, we present a metric called Improvement Potential developed based on the value-of-information concepts to measure the performance of the design processes alternatives generated via simplification. The metric is developed by Panchal and co-authors [26] and is utilized for determining the appropriate level of refinement of simulation models. In this paper, the metric is applied to design processes.
One of the important challenges in determining the value of information from different process alternatives is that design processes need to be executed before the outcome of the design process and the value of information can be measured. In order to overcome this challenge, the approach used in this paper is to choose a simplified design process option and to determine whether that level of simplification is appropriate from a design standpoint. If it is appropriate, the outcome of the process is a design solution. If the simplification is not appropriate, then another design process alternative is chosen. This approach is embodied in the method for simplification presented in this paper. The method is based on three key constructs discussed in Sections 2.1 through 2.3. An overview of the general steps in the method for simplification is provided in Section 2.4. The general steps are particularized for simplification of processes using both scale and decision decoupling in Sections 4 and 5 respectively. An example problem of design of datacenter cooling system is discussed in Section 3. The method for decoupling of analyses at different scales is presented in Section 4 and the method for decision decoupling is presented in Section 5. Finally, a summary of the paper and opportunities for future work are discussed in Section 6.
ELEMENTS OF THE PROPOSED APPROACH FOR SIMULATION-BASED DESIGN PROCESSES
The approach is based on the following three constructs: 1) Design interaction patterns for modeling simulation based design processes in multiscale systems, 2) Intervals for modeling imprecision induced by process simplification, and 3) Value-of-information based metric for determining the impact of design process simplification on designers' decision making capabilities. These three constructs are discussed in Sections 2.1 through 2.3 and are implemented in a general method for simplification of design processes discussed in Section 2.4.
Design Interaction Patterns
At any level of abstraction, design processes can be modeled using patterns that repeat themselves. The importance of patterns of interactions between design tasks is highlighted by Eppinger and Salminen [27] . One such classification of patterns for simulation-based multiscale design processes is presented in Figure 1 . In this figure, nine patterns are identified based on the type of information flow between two process entities -simulation models and design decisions. The patterns are organized in a matrix, whose rows are a) information flow between simulation models, b) information flow between decisions, and c) multifunctional decisions. The columns of the matrix are a) independent interaction, b) dependent interaction, and c) coupled interaction. The interaction patterns are labeled from P1 through P9. We consider the interaction patterns that consist of two process elements interacting with each other, but the same principles extend to processes where more than two components interact. Our hypothesis is that same patterns occur at different levels of details of the design processes. Hence, it is reasonable to consider the simplification of interaction patterns only.
Based on the nine interaction patterns, three important types of simplifications are identified, two of which are considered in detail in this paper. These include scale decoupling, decision decoupling, and functional decoupling, and are discussed next. to Pattern P1. It refers to the simplification of information flow between two simulation models used for making a single decision. In the scale simplification (decoupling) scenario, there is a single set of design variables and a single set of objectives. The information needed to make that decision is generated from two separate simulation codes that may need to be executed in a coupled fashion. The task in scale simplification is to determine whether the coupled nature of simulation models (Pattern P3) is required for making the decision or it can be simplified into a sequential information flow (Pattern P2) or into an independent execution (Pattern P1). b) Decision decoupling refers to simplification of interaction patterns from Pattern P6 to Pattern P5, and Pattern P5 to Pattern P4. It refers to the simplification of information flow between decisions from a coupled decision making to independent decision making. A decision decoupling scenario is characterized by multiple decisions -each associated with a set of design variables that need to be decided upon. Each of the set of design variables affects a common set of objectives. The task in decision decoupling is to determine an appropriate interaction level between the decisions such that the design objectives are satisfied with the minimum complexity in the design process.
c) Functional decoupling refers to the simplification from Pattern P9 to Pattern P6, Pattern P8 to P5, and Pattern P7 to P4. This is important in the case of multifunctional design where the product is designed to satisfy more than one functional requirement that drive the design into different directions. Such design scenarios are characterized by multiple sets of design variables, whose values can be selected for satisfying multiple objectives.
The task of functional decoupling is to determine which functional requirements can be satisfied independently and which of those should be addressed in a concurrent fashion. Function decoupling is not addressed in this paper.
Since these interaction patterns can be combined to represent a wide range of design process chains, we develop the method for simplification in the context of these interaction patterns only.
2.2
Intervals for Modeling Imprecision due to Simplification The simplification of interaction patterns results in imprecision in the overall system level decisions. To understand the imprecision due to simplification of interaction patterns, consider a system shown in Figure 2 These output values from the system analysis correspond to system performance. The system performance is subsequently related to designers' preferences through utility functions. Due to the ranges in input variables (resulting from simplification) there is a range of achievable system performance, which in turn results in a range of utility values. A designer makes decisions about the values of design variables using information about achievable range of utility values.
2.3
Value-of-Information based Metric for Quantifying the Effect of Simplification In order to quantify the effect of simplification on the overall decision, we use the Improvement Potential metric developed by Panchal and co-authors [26, 29] . The metric has been utilized for determining the appropriate level of refinement of simulation models [26] . The metric is applied to the simplification problem in this paper and is discussed next.
Consider a scenario shown in Figure 3 where the horizontal axis is the value of design variable and the vertical axis is the corresponding payoff 1 achieved by selecting the design variable. Due to the simplification of the interaction patterns, the output does not correspond to a single payoff, but it corresponds to a range (given by lower and upper bounds) of possible payoffs within which the actual payoff lies. The interval based strategy discussed in Section 2.2, is utilized to determine these lower and upper bounds. These bounds are shown in Figure 3 using U min and U max respectively. 
The weighted average is calculated using a coefficient of pessimism (α) that is a measure of a decision maker's aversion to risk under imprecision. An α=1 implies complete pessimism (maximin) and α=0 implies complete optimism (maximax). Using a pessimism index of α=0.5 in Figure 3 , a designer would select X C . In a general design scenario, the system may be characterized by both statistical variability and imprecision. In such a scenario, the Hurwicz criterion can be applied on the intervals of expected payoff. Throughout this paper, we use this decision criterion to select an alternative or a point in the design space. A pessimism index of α=0.5 is used unless explicitly stated to be different.
For the selected value of the design variable, there is a range of achievable payoffs as a result of imprecision due to simplification. The lower bound on expected payoff is denoted by U min , the upper bound by U max , and the payoff evaluated using Hurwicz criterion by U H . The lower and upper bounds on expected payoff at the decision point are denoted as (U min )* and (U max )* respectively. The maximum payoff that can possibly be achieved by any value of the design space is max(U max ), and is evaluated by maximizing the upper imprecision bound on payoff.
Using the lower and upper bounds on payoff, we can determine the maximum possible value of information. This upper bound on the value of information (maximum possible value) is referred to as the improvement potential (P I ) and is given by:
where max(U max ) is the maximum expected payoff that can be achieved by any point in the design space and (U min )* is the lowest expected payoff value achieved by the selected point in the design space (after making the decision without added information).
We propose the improvement potential as a value-of-information metric for deciding whether a simplified design process is appropriate for design decision making or not. This metric is used in the general method for design process simplification in Section 2.4.
2.4
General Method for Design Process Simplification Using the three constructs described in Sections 2.1 through 2.3, the general steps for scale and decision decoupling are shown in Figure 4 and outlined in the following.
Figure 4 -Steps for Decision and Scale Decoupling
Step 1: Formulate Decisions Using Compromise DSP -The first step is to formulate the design decisions.
The decision formulation used in this paper is the compromise Decision Support Problem (cDSP) [31, 32] . The cDSP formulation consists of information about design variables, responses, simulation models used for evaluating responses from design variables, designers' preferences, constraints, and goals. We model the preferences for achievement of different goals as utility functions. These individual utility functions are combined together to result in an overall utility. The overall utility value indicates the level of fulfillment of designers' objectives. For more information on the utility-based cDSP formulation, please refer [33, 34] . The compromise DSP for the datacenter example problem is shown in Section 3. Based on the decisions and their interactions, the process is mapped out using interaction patterns presented in Figure 1 .
Step 2: Select Simplified Process Patterns -Select the simplest interaction pattern corresponding to the decoupling to be considered (P1 in the case of scale decoupling, and P4 in the case of decision decoupling).
Step 3: Determine Imprecision Bounds on Variables -The next step is to determine the imprecision bounds on variables due to the simplified nature of the interaction patterns. For example, assuming that Pattern P3 results in the most accurate model, there is an imprecision introduced due to decoupling of interaction to Patterns P2 and P1.
Knowledge of this imprecision is used to determine the impact on decision making. The imprecision due to model decoupling is determined either from designers' knowledge, other accurate models, experimental data, or by comparing the predictions with a more accurate model, whereas in the case of decision decoupling, the bounds on imprecision are given by the range of design variables for which the information flow is ignored. For example, in the respectively. The ranges of input variables for these subsystems result in the ranges of output variables. The ranges in the output variables are evaluated in this step either by interval based techniques or by performing the calculations at various points in the design space and determining the resulting lower and upper bounds. The imprecision bounds on the output variables result in bounds for overall expected utility as shown in Figure 3 . In order to evaluate the improvement potential, two variations of the objective functions are formulated and evaluated in Steps 4 and 5. It is important to note that in this paper, we do not consider system uncertainty due to noise variables (in addition to the imprecision due to decoupling). This is a topic for further investigation.
Step 4: Determine Decision Point and Find Lower Bound of Expected Utility -In this step, the first objective function is formulated and the cDSP is solved. This objective function involves maximization of the Hurwicz weighted average of expected utility (U H ). The point in the design space that maximizes the Hurwicz weighted average is called the decision point. The lower bound on the expected utility at this decision point is determined (U min )*.
Step 5: Determine Upper Bound of Expected Utility in Design Space -The second formulation of the objective function involves the maximum of the upper bound on the expected utility, i.e., max(U max ).
Step 6: Estimate Improvement Potential -Using the expected utility values determined in Steps 4 and 5, the designers evaluate the improvement potential as P I = max(U max )-(U min )*.
Step 7: Update Interaction Patterns -If the improvement potential is high, indicating that the current interaction pattern is inappropriate and there is a need to update the interaction patterns, then the next complex interaction pattern is chosen and Steps 3-6 are repeated. Since the improvement potential is measured in terms of utilities which lie in the range [0 1], the maximum value of P I is 1 and the minimum value is 0. The magnitude of the improvement potential directly relates to the achievement of the designers' goals. Hence, deciding whether the improvement potential is low enough depends on the design problem and the cost of using the next complex interaction pattern. A detailed discussion on deciding when the improvement potential is low enough is presented in [26] .
In order to illustrate and validate the steps of decoupling method presented in Figure 4 , we present an example of datacenter cooling system design in Section 3.
3
EXAMPLE PROBLEM: DATACENTER COOLING SYSTEM DESIGN Datacenters are computational facilities that consist of large numbers of data processing units (computers) for high end computing requirements. These facilities range from several square feet to around 5000 square meters.
Generally, computers are stacked vertically in cabinets that are organized horizontally in rows and columns. An example of datacenters is shown in Figure 5 . Due to the dense packing of these high performance computers used in datacenters, heat dissipation is a significant concern for design of datacenter facilities. Energy costs for cooling the datacenters represent up to 40% of their total operation costs. Datacenter designers are concerned with design parameters such as number of computers in a cabinet, distance between cabinets, temperature and velocity of cold air to be supplied in a datacenter, etc. The objectives include maximization of space utilization, and minimization of costs. Rolander and co-authors [35] [36] [37] perform the robust design of datacenter cooling system using multiple objectives. In this paper, the problem is simplified to demonstrate the design process simplification concepts.
Figure 5 -Multiple scales in the datacenter cooling system design
The thermal behavior of datacenters is dependent on multiple scales that are interlinked with each other. As shown in Figure 5 , the thermal characteristics of a datacenter at the room level (~10's of meters) depend on the dimensions of the overall facility, arrangement of cabinets in the facility, and the thermal characteristics of individual cabinets. At the individual cabinet level (~1-2 meters), the thermal behavior depends on the number and arrangement of computers in a cabinet, the distance between different computers, the capacity of fans used for drawing air from the cabinets, and the characteristics of each computer. The thermal behavior of each computer (~0.6 meter) is a function of a) the arrangement of processors and other heat emitting components, and b) the heat generated by each component. The thermal characteristics of the components such as a processor (~35mm) are determined by the component's architecture. Hence, the overall design of the datacenter should be carried out by considering the phenomena at all these scales. In other words, a completely coupled simulation that models phenomena at all these scales would be the most accurate model. However, the disadvantage of such a completely coupled model is that it is computationally expensive to execute.
In addition to the coupling between simulation models at various scales, the decisions at multiple scales are also 
DECOUPLING OF SCALES FOR SIMPLIFICATION OF DESIGN PROCESSES
In this section, we discuss the scenario where a designer employs simulation models at multiple scales in order to make a design decision at one scale. The specific details of the method applied to scale decoupling of datacenter cooling system design are discussed next.
Step 1: Formulate Decisions using cDSP: The compromise DSP for the datacenter cooling system design decision is presented in Table 1 . The design variables include the temperature and the velocity of air entering the cabinets. The objectives include effective cooling of the surface of computers (i.e., minimization of temperature on the surface) and minimization of cooling cost.
The temperature on the surface is evaluated using Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) models developed in FLUENT®, whereas an indirect indicator is used to model the cost of cooling. This indicator is evaluated by taking the product of the temperature and velocity of inlet air. The preferences for both these objectives are modeled using risk-averse utility functions. These utility functions for goals of average temperature and cost are combined together by taking a weighted average of individual utilities. In addition to the mathematical models of preferences, it is assumed that models for thermal behavior are also available. As an illustrative scenario, we consider models at only two scales -cabinet level and computer level. the two simulation models is shown in Figure 8 . The information flow between the models is represented by the interaction Pattern P3. However, from the process design perspective, our objective is to determine which level of coupling is important to consider for the design decision, i.e., Patterns P1, P2, or P3.
Figure 8 -Coupling between the cabinet and computer level simulation models

Steps 2 and 3: Selection of simplified interaction pattern and determination of imprecision bounds:
In the second step, we start with selecting the simple interaction patters (such as P1 or P2) instead of the coupled interaction Pattern P3 by simplifying some information flows between the models.
In the third step, we evaluate the error by comparing the model predictions with the completely coupled pattern P3 and then fitting a response surface on lower and upper bounds of error as a function of design variables. Since the error due to simplification is the driver for determining the value of information corresponding to interaction patterns, the quality of this error-prediction determines the quality of decision making. The estimation of error for each pattern may seem to be an overhead for design but if this characterization of error is performed once, it can be reused over and over again for designing similar products (re-design) with different specifications that require making similar decisions multiple times with varying preferences. It is shown that different interaction patterns are suitable for different preferences and the knowledge about error due to simplification of interactions is reused in different decisions. values, a decision is made by selecting the design variable values that maximize the Hurwicz utility. After making the decision using the simplified pattern, the lower bound on the expected utility for the decision point (U min )* is determined. In addition to that, the upper bound on the expected utility throughout the design space max(U max ) is also evaluated.
Step 6: Estimation of Improvement Potential: The bounds on expected utility (U min )* and max(U max ) are used to evaluate the improvement potential.
Results:
The results from decision making using the different interaction patterns -P1, P2, and P3 for a specific case where the weight for cost goal is 0.2 (implying that the weight for temperature goal is 0.8) are shown in Table   2 . In this table, In order to understand the impact of designers' preferences, various decision scenarios with different weights assigned to temperature and cost goals are evaluated. The improvement potential for varying weights for cost goals are plotted in Figure 9 . It is observed from the results in Figure 9 that for preferences corresponding to the weight for cost goal between 0.0 and 0.2, the improvement potential for both Patterns P1 and P2 are greater than 0.1.
Hence, the value of adding more information is high in those scenarios. Therefore, Pattern P3 is required to make decisions in those preference scenarios. In scenarios where the weight for cost is between 0.3 and 0.6, the improvement potential for Pattern P1 is greater than 0.1 but the improvement potential for Pattern P2 is less than 0.1. Hence, value of added information from P1 P2 is high but from P2 P3 is low. Therefore in those scenarios, the designers may use Pattern P2 for decision making. In the remaining preference scenarios where the weight for cost goal is greater than 0.6, the improvement potential at P1 is less than 0.1. Hence, Pattern P1 is good enough for decision making. The conclusion based on the results in Figure 9 is that if the weight for cost is between 0.0 and 0. It is important to note that this process-level decision about the appropriateness of a model interaction pattern is solely based on the improvement potential metric. It is based on selecting the simplest model first and then making a decision whether there is a need to refine it further. Hence, this method supports process-design without executing all the available design process options. When the weight for cost goal is low (between 0.0 and 0.2), it is observed that the values of design variables (T in , V in ) predicted by any of the three interaction patterns is the same. Hence, no matter which interaction pattern is chosen for making the decision, the actual performance of the system would be the best possible. In other words, even if the decision is made by Pattern P1, the system will behave in a way as if the decision is made by Pattern P3.
Hence, the value of perfect information is actually zero. However, the fact is that the designer does not know how the system behaves. All he/she is aware of is the information generated by the interaction pattern (and the associated error bounds if the models are characterized for error). This means that the uncertainty is high. 
DECISION DECOUPLING
In this section, we discuss a scenario wherein a designer is (or multiple designers are) interested in making multiple decisions about the system. Each of these decisions involves selecting the values of design variables while satisfying the design objectives in the best possible manner. Although the decisions are coupled with each other, the effect of this coupling on the designers' decisions may be low. The question that arises is -What level of interaction should be preserved between multiple decisions in order to simplify the design process without affecting the overall product performance? The question is answered in the context of interaction patterns discussed in Section 2.1. The steps in the method are in general similar to the steps followed in scale decoupling but there are some differences in terms of the manner in which decisions are characterized.
Step 1: Formulation of decisions: The first step in decision decoupling is to formulate the decisions to be made, and the identification of the information flow between them. Formulation of the decisions involves identifying the design variables, responses, constraints, simulation-models to be used for predicting the responses, goals, and mathematical formulation of preferences. Step 1 for datacenter example: Consider two decisions associated with the design of datacenter cooling system: a) decision of inlet air velocity and temperature (cabinet level decision), and b) decision of outlet velocity from each computer (computer level decision). Air inlet temperature and velocity can be controlled by changing the cooling setting in the room air conditioner. The outlet velocity is controlled by the type and rpm of fans installed on each computer. The two decisions under consideration are related to design of two separate subsystems: air conditioning and fans on the computer respectively. The cDSP formulations of the two decisions are shown in Table 3 . Both these decisions are coupled with each other because the selection of fan for each computer depends on the air flow conditions around the computers, thereby requiring prior knowledge of the temperature and velocity with which air is sent into the cabinets. The decision about conditions of air inlet depends on the velocity of air exiting the computers and the back pressure created. The coupling between decisions is caused due to the coupling between the physical phenomena that govern the subsystem performance of both the air conditioning system and the air flow over the computers. These decisions are also linked because the designers' preferences are defined in terms of average maximum temperature, which is affected by performance of both subsystems. Hence, ideally, the decisions should be represented using the coupled interaction pattern.
Step 2: Selection of Simplified Interaction Patterns: In this step, a simple interaction pattern (P4) is chosen for decision making. Hence, it is assumed that the cabinet and computer level decisions are made independently. After the decisions are formulated, the next step is to characterize the interaction patterns in terms of the bounds on design variables and their impact on the overall utility.
Step 3 Step 3 for datacenter example: The characterization of imprecision in the two decisions is straight forward. A design variable link that is ignored in the simplified interaction pattern is replaced with the range of values that the design variable can assume. In the independent interaction Pattern (P4), the inputs for cabinet level decision are preferences, goals, and a range of values for outlet velocity. Using this range of outlet velocities, the ranges of air inlet temperatures and velocity are determined. The inputs for computer level decision include preferences, goals, and a set of values for inlet temperature and velocity. Note that this range of air inlet conditions is based on the lower and upper bounds on these design variables and this range is independent of the cabinet level decision. Using this range for input air conditions, a range of output velocities is evaluated.
In the sequential interaction pattern (P5), it is assumed that the cabinet level decision is made before the computer level decision. In this interaction pattern, the cabinet level decision remains the same as in the independent interaction pattern. The only difference here is that instead of taking the complete range of values (lower and upper bounds defined by the design space definition), the output of cabinet level decision (ranges for inlet temperature and velocity) is used as an input to the computer level decision.
In the coupled interaction pattern (P6), the information about design variables flows between both decisions.
The output range of design variables from one decision is an input range for another decision. These coupled decisions can be executed in a number of ways: a) by combining the decisions into a single decision and executing it as a single decision, b) by making the two decisions in a sequential manner and iterating the sequence until the range of values converge to a point, c) by using game theory based protocols for making coupled decisions, or d) using multidisciplinary design optimization methods to enforce consistency between decisions. Balling and Sobieski [38] have presented a review of multidisciplinary optimization approaches that can be used for making coupled decisions. Lewis and Mistree [39] present a game theory based approach of making coupled decisions where the complex design processes are abstracted as a series of leader-follower, co-operative, and non-cooperative games. In this section, we use the method where decisions are combined and solved as a single decision.
Steps 4 and 5: Decision making using simplified patterns and determination of bounds on utility: Similar to the scale decoupling, we start with the simplest decision interaction pattern and make decisions such that the Hurwicz utility is maximized. The minimum utility (U min *) is evaluated at the decision point and the maximum utility max(U max ) is evaluated by considering the complete design space.
Step 6: Estimation of Improvement Potential: After making the product decisions using simplified interaction patterns, the improvement potential is evaluated. If the improvement potential is high, there is a high chance that the additional information will have a great impact on the design decision. Hence, a designer must add more information via consideration of interactions between decisions (P4 P5, P5 P6), and repeat steps 3-6 for the updated interaction pattern.
The application of this method is based on the assumption that the range of design variables is known. This information about design variables is used to replace an information flow between decisions with a set of values that the design variables can take. It is again emphasized that we consider only the imprecision resulting from simplification of the information flows between decisions. The uncertainty inherent to the models is not addressed in this section.
Results from Decision-Making Using Interaction Patterns P4, P5, and P6
The results from decision-making using the different interaction Patterns P4, P5, and P6 (for a case where the weight for cost goal is 0.2) are shown in Table 4 . For each of the decision scenarios, it is assumed that the model interaction pattern is P1. The numerical values for improvement potential for different decision interaction patterns are plotted in Figure   10 . It is observed from the results that the improvement potential decreases monotonically from Pattern P4 to P5 to P6. The improvement potential for Pattern P4 is significantly higher as compared to Patterns P5 and P6 which implies that the independent decision pattern is not appropriate for decisions under consideration. The improvement potential for decision interaction Patterns P5 (sequential) and P6 (coupled) is close to each other and approach zero.
Hence, the possibility of improvement in designer's decision from Pattern P5 to Pattern P6 is low.
It is also observed that the independent Pattern P4 provides a decision about V in , T in that is close to decisions made using Pattern P3. This implies that the decisions that are made without the knowledge about V out are close to those where the value of V out is known precisely. This is an important indicator that the decision of V out can be decoupled from the decision about V in and T in . However, the decision of pattern is not discussed in this paper and is an opportunity for future work. Finally, the patterns presented in this paper are limited to two decisions and two simulation models supporting the decisions. Further investigation in scenarios consisting of a network of decisions and simulation models is a significant opportunity for the extension of the proposed value-of-information based approach.
CLOSURE
In this paper, we present an approach for simplifying design processes via scale and decision decoupling. The first question addressed in this paper is "how should the complex design processes be simplified without affecting the product performance?" To answer this question, a method for determining appropriate level of simplification of design processes is presented. The method is based on modeling the design processes using interaction Patterns P1 through P9 that are defined in terms of the simulation models and design decisions that can be mathematically formulated. Using the interaction patterns, the alternative design process chains can be modeled as simplifications of each other. The impact of simplification of interaction patterns is quantified using intervals of design variables that translate to the intervals of utility functions. Although the simplification is addressed only in the context of two simulation models and two decisions, the same approach can be extended in the future to processes involving a) more than two decisions and simulation models, and b) hierarchical decisions and simulation models.
The second question presented in this paper is: "how can designers quantify and evaluate the appropriateness of different design process alternatives". The answer to this question is based on value-of-information based metrics.
The approach used in this paper is to view the simplification of design processes as removal of information for decision making and evaluating whether addition of further information has a potential for improving design solution. Using this perspective, the value of removed information can be measured using the improvement potential metric. The metric is based on the ranges of design variables the error in simulation models and is shown to be useful in both scale and decision decoupling. The future extension of this metric can be carried out by including other kinds of quantification of uncertainty such as probability bounds.
The approach and metric is demonstrated using a datacenter cooling system design example. Based on the results shown in this paper, we deduce that a) development of perfect model is not required for decision making and b) error is not the only criterion for selecting model for making a decision. We highlight that preferences have a significant impact on both scale and decision interaction patterns. We believe that managing the complexity of design processes is one of the important ingredients for designing complex multiscale systems and the approach presented in this paper provides a foundation for the integrated design of products and design processes, as outlined by Panchal and coauthors [40] .
